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Modern, detailed cave map

The dominant view on a typical cave map is an overhead plan view, 

supplemented with cross sections and, sometimes, a side profile view.



Survey Tools

Tape or Disto
to measure distance between stations

Instrument(s)
• Compass, pocket transit
to measure direction between stations

• Clinometer
to measure inclination between stations

Sketch book, protractor
to record data, and draw line plots and details



Three primary surveying jobs

Instrument person

➢ Reads tape

➢ Reads instrument

Book person

➢ Records data

➢ Sketches passage

➢ Generally directs 

the survey

Tape person (point)

➢ Pulls tape and sets 

new stations

➢ Holds tape on 

station

➢ Lights station

➢ May read backsights

➢ May report passage 

dimensions (LRUD)



Basic procedure

● Tape Person pulls the tape down the passage and 

locates a new “to station” in direct line of sight with 

the previous station (“from station”). If the passage 

continues, the station must also provides a good 

view forward and into any side leads.

● Tape is held on station and Instrument Person reads 

the tape at the “from station.”

● Tape Person lights the station and Instrument 

Person reads compass, then clinometer.



Basic procedure
--continued

● If backsights are being taken, Tape Person now 

reads the backsights while Instrument Person lights 

the from station.

● Book Person records the data and verbally 

repeats each reading for confirmation, as the 

readings are taken.

● Meanwhile, the Book Person must sketch each 

shot and record passage details.  While this is 

being done, the Tape Person is generally 

scouting the route ahead to the next station.



Tape/disto



Tape and laser distos

Fiberglass engineer’s tape
• Cheap, durable, easy-to-use, accurate enough

• 50 or 100 feet, with or without an open reel

• Markings in tenths of feet

• Prefer tape with no secondary units (like inches or meters)

Laser disto
• More expensive

• Can shoot to inaccessible locations

• Avoids dragging muddy tape across sensitive areas

• Accuracy depends on several factors



Reading the tape

● Scale is (or should be) in feet and tenths.

● Hold the end of the tape

on station.

● Read to the nearest tenth

or half-tenth of a foot

(be consistent).

● Disto users should read at

least twice and ensure

readings agree within 0.1 ft.



Choosing and marking stations

● Stations should facilitate easy instrument reading.

● Place prominent stations at passage junctions.

● Do not shoot past side passages/leads.

● Alternate walls in large passage, or utilize splay shots.

● Mark most stations:

● Carbide soot dot

● Flagging tape

● Whiteout dot

● Lumber crayon

● Label key stations, including at junctions, leads, and the 

last shot(s) of a trip that ends in going passage.



Instruments



Types of instrument

Brunton
• Once the primary choice, now mainly superseded by Suuntos.

Suuntos
• Handheld surveying compass and clinometers (KB series).

• Accurate to a fraction of a degree.

• Easy to use (compared to a Brunton).

• Knock-offs like the SatShooter appear to offer the same pros 
and cons.

DistoX
• Leica laser disto, modified to provide azimuth and inclination.

• Expensive, but growing in popularity. Construction, calibration 
procedure, and use is beyond the scope of this presentation.



Reading instrument



Reading the Suunto

• Close one eye?

• Consider parallax effect



Compass

● Make sure the instrument is level.

● Read the larger font/bottom row.

● Count off tick marks in

the correct direction.

● Read to the nearest

half-degree, if possible.

● Keep ferrous metals,

headlamps, and batteries

away while reading!



Clinometer

● Read the left hand side only (degrees).

● Check to see if the reading is positive or 

negative.

● Read to the nearest half-

degree, if possible.



Sketching



Book



Keeping book/sketching

● Record stations, length, azimuth, dip, and 

passage dimensions (“LRUDs”).

● Plot each survey shot to a precise scale.

Try 20 feet: 1 inch to start.  The 

Wells/Zokiates protractor works well.

● Sketch in the passage details.

● Draw cross sections often.  Draw a profile?

● This takes a lot of practice:

● Read the tips in On Station.

● Go out and practice with patient friends.



Example



Data reduction

Raw survey data (length, azimuth, inclination) 

must be reduced to rectangular coordinates 

and used to generate a line plot of the 

traverse.

Many computer programs are available for this 

purpose.

Compass is a popular choice.

http://www.fountainware.com/compass



Data entry



Line Plot



Draw a working map

By Hand
• Print out the line plot at 

your chosen scale.

• Lay the line plot over the 
sketch.  

• Make the necessary 
mental transformations 
to fit the sketch to the 
reduced data.

Digitally
• Scan the sketches and 

import directly to your 
drawing software.

OR

• Morph the sketches to 
fit the line plot.



Align scanned sketch and line plot

Use separate layers



Hand drawn working map



Drawing the final map

Options:

• Pen and ink on film
Old school, hard to update or correct errors

• C.A.D. software
Very expensive, steep learning curve

• Adobe Illustrator
Expensive, but popular and widely used

• Inkscape
Free software built around SVG file format

• Xara
Affordable (compared to Illustrator, Canvas, etc.), relatively easy to learn



Import the working map



Draw the walls



Draw in passage detail, cross sections



Add in the rest (title, scale bar, etc.)
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